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Introduction

Traffic loads on railway bridges are a major action to be considered for evaluating the
safety and functionality of structures. Not only the traffic loads are larger than for
road bridges, they also may produce significant dynamic effects due to their regular
spacing. Furthermore, the nature of the guided traffic on rails imposes more stringent
safety requirements than for road vehicles, resulting in limitations to deck accelerations and deformations. With the advent of faster trains in new high-speed railways
and increased demands on the infrastructure the relevance of these dynamic effects
has become one of the key design factors for railway bridges.
In this work we start by reviewing some of the basic features related to the dynamic
response of bridges under traffic loads (section 2). Some of these features are key
aspects for the design and functionality of structures in the new high speed railway
lines, and have been incorporated into the recent engineering codes [3, 4, 7, 35]. The
discussion here has a conceptual approach, hence the models employed will be simple
in order to help in understanding the basic design issues and modelling options.
The basic solution of a moving load on a simply supported bridge [33] involves neglecting the non-suspended mass (wheelsets) as well as the vibrations of the suspended
masses, a sufficiently approximate solution for many cases. It is easily obtained that
the maximum dynamic increment over static effects for a moving load is '0 = 77%,
using standard notation for railway structures engineering [34]. However significant,
this increase may be easily bounded by a factor in the design codes, the so-called impact factor. This has been the basis of the approach followed in engineering codes up
to very recently [34], until high-speed trains have arrived.
The new high-speed trains introduce a potentially much greater dynamic effect,
the resonant response of the bridge from regularly spaced axle loads at speeds whose
effective frequency may coincide with the fundamental frequencies of the structure.
Resonance is not adequately covered by an impact coefficient and requires a dynamic
analysis of the bridge.
As a result of research carried out in Europe to investigate high speed traffic actions [11] the new codes for design of railway bridges take into account resonant
phenomena from traffic, in the Eurocodes [3], UIC code [35] or Spanish code [7]). In
addition to conservative static load models (LM71) and impact factor envelopes ( )
they prescribe dynamic analyses to check resonance under certain circumstances. Furthermore they define a High Speed Load Model (HSLM) which provides a dynamic
envelope for European high-speed trains and enables interoperability within the transEuropean network [13].
In general, it is unlikely that the structural Ultimate Limit States (ULS) would be
reached from dynamic traffic actions in bridges designed according to modern standards. More often, the critical issues are Service Limit States (SLS) [21] such as the
maximum vertical accelerations of the bridge deck. This limit for ballasted track is
amax = 3.5 m/s2 [4], in order to avoid risk of destabilization of the ballast and unacceptable safety risks to the railway traffic. High levels of acceleration are generally

observed in short span bridges, due to two reasons: the low overall mass of the bridge,
and the fact that the resonant action of the axles (bogies) may be more pronounced for
span lengths shorter than the vehicles.
In section 3 this paper deals with lateral dynamics of vehicles on viaducts. This
proves to be a phenomenon which may be significant in some cases and for which a
coupled full vehicle–structure interaction model must be employed. The interest for
this study originates from the observation of significant lateral vibrations in some European railway bridges, with metallic open deck sections, high lateral compliance and
consequently low lateral eigenfrequencies. These vibrations affect the train as well as
the structure, and were studied under the auspices of UIC and ERRI [10]. The conclusions of this work have resulted in design limits for railway bridges incorporated
in the structural Eurocodes and UIC codes [4, 35].
A different type of railway structures with high lateral compliance in relative terms
are the long continuous viaducts with high piers erected in some high-speed railway
lines. Several such viaducts form part of the new Spanish HS lines [20]. In principle
these viaducts are not affected by the conclusions of the ERRI studies cited above;
however, they also have low frequencies for lateral vibration, but associated in this
case with modes of very long wavelengths. In spite of the above, some uncertainties
remain about the lateral response of these viaducts, being one of the objects of the
present work.
Lateral oscillations may arise from self-excited causes: track alignment irregularities, nosing motion of the wheelsets, deck torsion specially on double track decks,
lateral bending of piers, or centrifugal forces. Another obvious origin is external actions, mainly cross winds and earthquakes. It becomes important to evaluate the safe
running conditions under these circumstances, such as the characteristic wind curves
(CWC) [14].
In this work we propose coupled train–bridge dynamic interaction models for evaluating the running safety of trains over railway viaducts. The models for these problems include the following ingredients [39]: 1) dynamic model for structure subsystem; 2) dynamic model for the vehicle subsystem; 3) description of track irregularity
profiles; 4) wheel-rail contact models; and 5) adequate numerical solution algorithms
for the equations.
Most of the existing approaches to this problem assume linear models both for
the structure subsystem and also for the vehicle multibody system [30, 36–40]. In
these models quadratic velocity terms, such as gyroscopic effects, are also neglected.
Some approaches which consider nonlinear effects for vehicle and structures have
been proposed by [31, 32], and in [22], where a linear model is used for the vehicle
with additional gyroscopic terms included for the wheelsets.
In this work a fully nonlinear coupled model is proposed for vehicle-structure vertical and lateral dynamic models. Vehicles are considered as fully three-dimensional
multibody systems, and the bridge structure is modeled by means of finite elements.
The model is developed in a general and modular and it may be easily implemented
within an existing finite element analysis software with multibody capabilities. For

this work Abaqus [28] finite element framework has been used. Both subsystems
(bridge and vehicles) are described with coordinates in absolute reference frames, as
opposed to alternative approaches which describe the multibody system with coordinates relative to the base bridge motion. This facilitates the full consideration of
nonlinear inertia terms, without introducing additional difficulties for the structural
mechanical behavior [27].
Contrary to the majority of existing models for train–bridge dynamic interaction,
the formulation described here is capable of full consideration of geometrical and material nonlinearities both in the structural subsystem (bridge) and in the multibody
subsystem (vehicle). The approach for wheel–rail geometrical interaction and mechanical contact model is fully nonlinear as well, not being limited neither to constant
conicity assumptions nor to linearized elastic contact forces. The particular model
reported in this work involves some simplifying assumptions that will be described
below.
In the rest of this paper we discuss first the dynamic response of bridges in section 2,
reviewing the “impact” action of moving loads, resonance, and models available for
dynamic analysis. Following, in section 3 we describe the models for lateral dynamics
of vehicles on viaducts. Two representative applications will be presented in section 4.
Finally, some concluding remarks are summarised in section 5.

2
2.1

Dynamic response of bridges
Dynamic response to moving load

The solution to a moving load on a simply supported bridge is well established and
available in closed form under certain assumptions. However, it is interesting to review
for several reasons. Firstly it provides a basis for defining a dynamic factor (or impact
factor) for design. Additionally, the closed form solution helps to identify clearly the
characteristics of the dynamic behavior.
From the dynamic equation of vibration of a beam, the solution may be performed
with a modal analysis [33], in which we shall take only the fundamental mode of
vibration of frequency f0 = !0 /2⇡ (further down we shall consider the implications
of taking more modes). For a load at constant speed v the wavelength is defined as
= v/f0 . Additionally, for a bridge of span L a non-dimensional parameter ↵ for the
load velocity may be defined as:
↵=

2L

=

v
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2f0 L
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The displacement time history response at the center of the span, in terms of the
maximum static response ys = P L3 /48EI ⇡ 2P L3 /⇡ 4 EI and considering some
simplifications valid for small damping (⇣ ⌧ 1) is:
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where the first term within the brackets is due to the excitation from the external load
and the second to the free vibration of the bridge.
Figure 1 shows an application for a L = 15 m simply supported beam-type bridge.
The computed dynamic increment at 220 km/h, with 2% structural damping, is '0 =
59%. The critical velocity, for obtaining a maximum dynamic increment, would be
in this case 333 km/h, corresponding to an increase of '0 = 77% with no damping.
In real bridges, additional dynamic effects must be considered from the irregularities
of tracks and wheels (represented by parameter '00 in UIC standard railway structures
engineering notation [34]). However, these are generally of less importance for the
bridges: in this case they would only amount up to an additional 0.5'00 = 2% dynamic
increment for a well maintained track [34].
v= 220 km/h
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Figure 1: Dynamic increment for moving load on simply supported L = 15 m bridge,
from catalog of ERRI D214 [11], with v = 220 km/h and damping ⇣ = 0.02.
The solution (2) is valid during the time the load is on the bridge, under this assumption the maximum ydyn in terms of t may be computed (for very fast moving
loads when the maximum is reached after the load exits the bridge the response is
lower). For the most unfavourable case without damping (⇣ = 0) the maximum is
attained for ẏ= 0 ) !0 t = 12n↵ ⇡, with the result
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This expression yields an envelope of the dynamic factor with respect to the nondimensional parameter ↵, plotted in figure 2. This envelope curve shows a maximum
response for a critical value of ↵c (and associated critical speed, vc = 2↵c f0 L):
✓
◆
ydyn
↵c = 0.617
)
= (1+'0 dyn )max = 1.768.
(4)
ys max
In figure 2 the code envelope '0 UIC is also plotted for comparison, which proves to be
sufficiently conservative.
As an example, for the bridges in the D214 ERRI study [11] the maxima of '0 dyn
correspond to vc = 333 km/h for the L = 15 m bridge and vc = 356 km/h for
L = 20 m, velocities which may be attained by modern high-speed trains.
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Figure 2: Envelopes of impact coefficient; '0 dyn from analytic solution (3) and '0 UIC
from [35]. The various lobes in '0 dyn correspond to slow loads for which the beam
performs more than one full oscillation during passage.

2.2

Dynamic analysis with moving loads

Resonance in bridges.— In order to motivate the need for more complete dynamic
analysis, figure 3 shows some measured results for a bridge in the Madrid-Sevilla HS
line, from an AVE S100 (ALSTHOM) train at 220 km/h. The bridge consists of a

Figure 3: Measured vertical displacement at center of simply-supported span in
viaduct over Tajo river, Madrid-Sevilla high-speed line, together with results of simulation with moving load model [9]. AVE S-100 single unit train at 220 km/h
sequence of simply supported spans with L = 38 m. The measured and computed
results show an impact coefficient of approximately (1 + '0 ) = 2.0, measured with
respect to the highest static effects due to the locomotive loads. The effect would
have been even greater for a double unit train (approx. 400 m length). This dynamic
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Figure 4: Load sequence from HS train for moving load dynamic analysis, showing
AVE S-102 (Talgo) HS train with regularly spaced single axles.
effect is not so much a problem for the Ultimate Limit State (ULS) of the bridge,
which in this case is covered by the safety margins embedded in the normative static
vertical load envelope LM71 and the impact coefficient employed for the design [3].
However, in this case the functionality of the bridge was impaired: vibrations induced
in the catenary posts proved to be excessive and these had to be relocated into new
positions. In other cases the resonant dynamic effects may be even of much greater
magnitude, and must be therefore avoided in the design of bridges.
Models for analysis.— The Impact factor is derived from moving load envelopes
for analysis of real trains at conventional speeds (i.e.  200 km/h). It does not cover
resonant effects, which may be much greater than moving load effects; in order to
consider resonance an impact factor approach would be either unsafe or excessively
conservative. For circumstances in which there is a possibility of resonance it is necessary to perform a dynamic analysis of the whole train taking into account the complete
load sequence (figure 4). In order to discuss these concepts, we shall consider in what
follows models for the simplest case, a straight beam subject only to vertical bending,
for which the differential equation governing the dynamics is
00 00

mü + (EI u ) = p (x, t) =

N
X
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Pk h (x + dk

vt)i ,

(5)

for a train with N concentrated axle loads Pk with offsets dk , where x is the longitudinal coordinate, u(x) the beam vertical displacements, m the mass per unit length,
and (·) is the Dirac delta function. The brackets h·i have the meaning h (⇠)i = (⇠)
˙ represent
if 0 < ⇠ < L (load within bridge) or 0 otherwise. Superposed dots (•)
time derivatives and primes (•0 ) derivatives with respect to x. This equation may
be generalized for arbitrary structures either with 3D beams, torsional effects, shear
deformation, or more general continuum-type descriptions. In particular, torsion is
added straightforwardly to the above equation.
The solution to equation (5) is obtained in two steps, first in space (x) and then in
time (t). For simple cases, such as the simply supported beam, the spatial solution

can be performed analytically through modal analysis, obtaining uncoupled modal
equations for the amplitude of vibration of each mode [6]. Considering mode shapes
i (x) and associated circular frequencies !i :
Mi ÿi +2⇣i !i Mi ẏi +

!i2 Mi yi

=
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X
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(x + dk

vt)i,

(6)

where yi is the amplitude for mode i , Mi is the corresponding modal mass and ⇣i
the damping ratio. These equations may be integrated in time by direct numerical
algorithms (either coded directly or available within finite element software).
A more general procedure is to employ finite element (FE) software for the discretization of the dynamic equations in space, enabling solution of fully 3D problems.
The only feature which is special for these dynamic problem, as compared to other
structural dynamics problems, is the adequate definition of the actions from the moving loads, which needs an ad-hoc preprocessing. As a result of FE discretization the
following matrix system of ordinary differential equations is obtained
Mü + Cu̇ + Ku = f (t) ,

(7)

where M, C and K are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrices and f (t)
the load vector obtained from the moving loads. At this point within FE software it
may be chosen to do a direct time integration of the coupled equations (7) with a numerical scheme, or to perform a modal analysis of the discretised system and obtain
numerical mode shapes and frequencies. These will then be available as uncoupled
equations identical to (6) and may be integrated in time individually. The modal analysis option has several advantages. The number of modes to consider can be chosen
thus avoiding high-frequency components from higher modes, which are not significant for the bridge response. Moreover, the solution is generally much faster. The
alternative approach of performing a direct time integration of the complete system
provides a more general method, which may be necessary in some cases, for instance
to consider nonlinear effects such as contacts.
Example with enhanced impact.— Following we discuss an application, solved
with a dynamic moving load analysis. It serves as an example of a case with an
enhanced impact effect with respect to the single moving load solution in section 2.1,
due to a phenomenon which may be termed “repeated impact”. Figure 5 shows the
case of an articulated multiple unit train (MU) [29] at the critical moving load velocity
(↵c = 0.617, vc = 353 km/h), together with the quasi-static response neglecting
inertial vibration. The impact factor obtained is (1 + '0 ) = 2.45, clearly larger than
that for a moving load (figure 2). We remark the response in this case is not a case of
resonance, but does represent a case for which the simple moving load coefficient is
not sufficient.
Longitudinal distribution of loads.— The axle loads from railway traffic are transmitted by the track structure, which will perform a longitudinal distribution of these
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Figure 5: Response for v = 353 km/h load model for articulated MU AB 2D [29],
5 coach unit with individual axle loads P = 21.5 t; vertical displacements at midspan for L = 20 m bridge from ERRI D214 [11], considering moving loads; The
horizontal axis represents the distance x = vt allowing synchronized comparison at
different speeds.
loads due to the stiffness of rail, railpads and ballast [12] as they attain the deck of the
bridge. This distribution may have some significance for short bridges, as compared to
the consideration of concentrated point loads [3]. A reasonable assumption for usual
track stiffness is to consider a 14 – 12 – 14 distribution on 3 consecutive sleepers separated 0.60 m. Figure 6 shows a representative example, the maximum acceleration
envelope in the bridge deck as a function of train speed for a 10 m span bridge and a
reference MU load model, with a reduction of approximately 10% in dynamic effects
at the critical speed.
Number of modes to consider.— An issue which may be of importance is the number of modes to consider in the modal analysis. Some indications to this purpose are
given in the Eurocode [4] for checking accelerations on the bridge deck. For a displacement analysis of a simply supported beam, it may be generally carried out with
only the first (fundamental) mode. Acceleration analysis or the extraction of stresses
or sectional resultants will often require more modes to be considered.
As an example, we present comparative results for the case of the ERRI D214
L = 30 m bridge under the ICE3 HS train in figure 7. The fundamental (first symmetric) mode frequency is in this case f1 = 3 Hz, and the second symmetric mode is
f3 = 27 Hz (the 2nd mode is skew-symmetric and has no influence on mid-span deflections). The analysis is performed here for a resonant velocity. It is clear from figure 7
(left) that for displacements only the fundamental mode is significant. However, a
noticeable influence is seen in figure 7 (right) for accelerations from the second symmetric mode. Further modes or even the direct integration with the complete model
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Figure 7: Influence of number of modes for simple bridge, on displacements and
accelerations. ICE3 HS train at v = 268 km/h on L = 30 m bridge from ERRI
D214 [11]
yield only minor increases to these accelerations.

2.3

Models with vehicle-structure interaction

The above models for dynamic analysis consider the traffic actions as moving loads of
fixed values, whereas in reality these loads provide from vehicles which have their own
dynamics and will not be constant. More realistic approaches include coupled vehiclebridge dynamic models with the interaction between both subsystems. In general, the
consideration of interaction with vehicles will allow part of the energy of vibration
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of models for vehicle-bridge interaction
of the bridge to be transferred to the vehicles, and consequently will predict lower
vibrations on the bridge.
Vehicle subsystems may be generally considered as rigid bodies, with masses for
wheelsets Mw , bogies Mb and Vehicle box M , and concentrated springs and dampers,
as shown in figure 8. Models for vertical dynamics need include only vertical translation degrees of freedom and pitch rotations for vehicle body or bogies, resulting in
relatively simple multibody models. Models for lateral dynamics include transversal displacement and generally also roll and yaw rotations. These need complete 3D
descriptions and should be handled with general multibody models, either linear or
nonlinear, as described in section 3.
2.3.1

Simplified Interaction Model

Often full vehicle-bridge interaction models such as shown in figure 8 are not required,
as some parts of the vehicle will not interact with the bridge, depending on the frequencies of vibration. Bodies with frequencies which are very low with respect to the
bridge will not be excited by the bridge motion and behave as constant moving loads.
Bodies with frequencies which are much higher will behave as added masses.
For railway passenger vehicles under vertical motion one can identify three basic characteristic frequencies for vertical vibration of the vehicle: 1) vibration of
wheelsets considering Hertz contact with the rails, in the order of 100 Hz; 2) vibration of bogies on the primary suspension, in the order of 4 Hz; 3) vibration of the
vehicle box, in the order of 1 Hz. In practice, the types of bridges which show greater
dynamic vibrations have fundamental frequencies in the order of 3 to 7 Hz, hence the
interaction will provide mainly from bogie masses and primary suspensions. Wheelset
masses behave (from the point of view of bridge dynamics) as rigidly attached to rails,
and vehicle box masses as moving loads of fixed value.
For such cases a simplified interaction model is convenient (figure 9): the bridge
will be modelled by modal analysis with i = 1 . . . n modes, the train with j = 1 . . . k

interaction elements (one per wheelset, suspended mass + moving load). Under these

Figure 9: Simplified models for vehicle-bridge interaction including suspended bogie
masses and primary suspension
assumptions, the equations for each mode of vibration ( i = 1 . . .n, with amplitudes
yi ) are (details in [9]):
Mi ÿi + Ci ẏi + Ki yi =

k
X
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and for each interaction element (zj = 1 . . . k):
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These equations are simple to implement and represent only a minor extension to the
moving load modal analysis equations (6), with very small computational cost.
Reduction in predicted dynamic effects from consideration of interaction more relevant in short bridges and with frequencies of the same order as that of the primary
suspension, and for critical resonant velocities. As a representative example we show
in figure 10 the results as compared to moving load models. The case corresponds
to a CAF articulated MU train, whose primary suspension frequency is f1 = 5.97
Hz on a L = 20 m bridge with fundamental frequency f0 = 4 Hz. The maximum
deck accelerations obtained for the critical speed v = 280 km/h are 10.9 m/s2 with
moving loads and 7.8 m/s2 with interaction, a reduction of ⇡ 40%. The Envelope of
maxima obtained with respect to train speed shows that the reduction obtained with
vehicle interaction is relevant for critical resonant velocities, but is not significant for
non resonant scenarios.

3
3.1

Lateral dynamics of vehicles on bridges
General features of model

The consideration of lateral dynamics for the response of railway vehicles on bridges
requires three dimensional models, including degrees of freedom for lateral displacement, rolling and yawing in the vehicles. It is also necessary to employ coupled
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Figure 10: Accelerations obtained with moving loads and with interaction with primary suspension: L = 20 m bridge ERRI D214 [11], f0 = 4 Hz, ⇣ = 1%; CAF
TEMD train, primary suspension frequency f1 = 5.97 Hz. Time history for resonant
critical velocity v = 280 km/h (top) and envelope as a function of velocity (bottom).

vehicle-structure models, which must take into account such features as nosing motion of wheelsets on the rails as well as track alignment irregularities. These features
give rise to substantially more complex models than those used for vertical dynamics
described in the previous section.
In this work a fully nonlinear coupled model is proposed for the lateral dynamic
analysis of vehicles on viaducts. Vehicles are considered as three-dimensional multibody systems, and the bridge structure is modeled by means of finite elements. The
model is developed in a general and modular way so that it may be easily implemented
within an existing finite element analysis software with multibody capabilities. For
this work Abaqus [28] finite element framework has been used. Both subsystems
(bridge and vehicles) are described with coordinates in absolute reference frames, as
opposed to alternative approaches which describe the multibody system with coordinates relative to the bridge motion at the base of the vehicle. This facilitates the full
consideration of nonlinear inertia terms, without introducing additional difficulties for
the structural mechanical behavior [27].
Contrary to the majority of existing models for train–bridge dynamic interaction,
the formulation described here is capable of full consideration of geometrical and material nonlinearities both in the structural subsystem (bridge) and in the multibody
subsystem (vehicle). The approach for wheel–rail geometrical interaction and mechanical contact model is fully nonlinear as well, not being limited neither to constant
conicity assumptions nor to linearized elastic contact forces. However, the particular
model and applications reported here involves some simplifying assumptions that will
be described below.

A key aspect to address is the contact interface between bridge and vehicle, for
which several approaches could be followed:
1. A perfectly guided predefined path for the vehicle wheelsets, for the more direct
and simplest models; in these contact points between wheels and rails share
position and velocity. An assumed hunting movement can be introduced as a
prescribed motion of wheelsets [8, 30, 36, 39].
2. Linear models for taking into account relative motion between wheelset and
track; these rely on the classical assumption of constant conicity in wheel and
rail profiles and simplified contact [37, 38, 40].
3. Nonlinear models with more detailed treatment of wheel to rail contact, such as
proposed in [22, 32].
In this work we follow the last option, including a fully nonlinear wheel–rail interaction, based on the elastic contact forces approach [25]. The approach for contact
point determination at each wheel may be completely general, however the model
here reported employs a contact point determination based on a pre-computed geometric lookup table. A single hertzian contact point [15] is considered at each wheel.
The tangential contact is solved by the FastSim algorithm [17]. Following the basic
features of the model are summarized. A more detailed description may be found
in [2].

3.2

Kinematics of wheelset and track

The wheelsets are considered as rigid bodies, within the vehicle multibody subsystem. The bridge deck cross sections are also assumed to be rigid within the structural
finite element model, i.e. no distortion of the plane cross section is considered. This
assumption is automatically enforced by standard 3D beam-type finite elements. However, both vehicle and bridge can undergo large displacements and rotations. In order
to establish the contact interface with sufficient precision a detailed description of the
positions and velocities of the wheel and rail points is required, whose key concepts
are summarised below. A more general description of multibody kinematics may be
found in [23] or more specifically for railway applications in [24, 26].
Wheelset kinematics.— The position of a wheel point A, such as the wheel-rail
contact, at a certain time instant, is defined by (Figure 11)
rA = rw + ⇢A = rw + ⇤w ⇢¯A ,

(10)

where rw is the position vector of the wheelset center of mass, ⇢A the relative position
of the contact point A, ⇢¯A the convective vector referred to the body reference system {w, ew
i }, and ⇤w the rotation tensor that defines the absolute orientation of the

Figure 11: Reference frames and vectors for wheelset kinematics: the inertial reference frame {I, ei }; the body reference frame {w, ew
i }; and an intermediate frame
which does not consider wheelset spin{w, evi }
wheelset. We shall consider that the spin of the wheelset is a given rate '.
˙ It is advantageous to employ an intermediate reference frame {w, evi } which does not inherit
this spin, as in this frame the contact point of one wheel will be a constant vector ⇢˜A .
Considering a given parametrization ✓v for rotations (Euler angles, Euler parameters. . . ), the angular velocity !w can be expressed in general as
!w = !' + !v = !' + G ✓˙ v ,

(11)

where G is a non-constant matrix operator whose structure depends on the choice of
parametrization and whose coefficients depend on the rotation coordinates ✓v .
Track kinematics.— We consider a bridge deck section at a position on the deck
defined by the longitudinal coordinate sw (Figure 12). The position vector of a point
C on the rail, in a similar way as for the wheelset, may be expressed as
rC = rb + ⇤b ⇢˜t + ⇤t ⇢¯C

(12)

where rb defines the position of the reference point on the deck section. Two reference
frames are used for the track: the bridge section reference system b, ebi which is
attached to the deck section at point b, and the track reference frame {t, eti } attached
to the track point t located at the mid point between the top of both rails and at the
same deck section. ⇤b and ⇤t are, respectively, the rotation tensors that relate both
reference systems and the inertial frame.
The position of deck section reference point rb is obtained by interpolation of the
finite element nodal coordinates along the bridge deck,
rb = rb0 + Td (sw ) qB ,

(13)

where qB is the nodal coordinates vector of the bridge, Td (sw ) the displacements
interpolation operator, consistent with the FE approximation employed, and rb0 the

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Reference frames and vectors for track kinematics: intermediate frame
attached to the deck section b, ebi and the track coordinate system {t, eti }
initial position vector of the deck section. In the same way, rotation parameters will
be interpolated as
✓b = ✓b0 + T✓ (sw ) qB ,
(14)
where T✓ (sw ) is the rotations interpolation operator and ✓b0 the initial values of rotation parameters. The above expression contains the implicit assumption of small
rotations for the bridge deck, for which case the rotation vectors may be interpolated
linearly, as opposed to finite rotations which would require an interpolation of the
exponential mapping.

3.3

Wheelset-track interaction

In order to compute the contact forces between wheels and rails the problem may be
split in three consecutive stages:
1. Contact geometry: the main geometric variables involved in the problem are
computed;
2. Normal contact: the dimensions and shape of the contact area and the normal
stress distribution are determined;
3. Tangential contact: the resultant forces and moment of the tangential stresses,
which appear as a consequence of the rolling contact, are obtained.
Assuming that the material properties of wheel and rail are the same (material symmetry), the normal and tangential problems may be considered uncoupled [19] and
solved consecutively after the determination of the geometric variables.
Contact geometry.— The geometric problem relies on the key assumption that both
the track section and the wheelset are supposed to move as planar rigid bodies within

the plane cross section of the bridge (i.e. perpendicular to vector ebx , Figure 12). Under
this assumption, yaw rotation is neglected when assessing the main geometric variables involved in the wheel-rail contact. For a high-speed train running on a straight
track, which is the case considered in this work, yaw rotation remains small and this
approximation may be considered reasonable. Under this assumption the relative displacements between the wheelset and the track may be defined by 3 coordinates, the
lateral and vertical relative displacements ( yw and zw respectively) and the relative rotation within the cross section
w . Furthermore, two additional hypotheses
are assumed:
1. The contact between the wheel and the rail occurs at only one point (area) at
each wheel;
2. No separation occurs between wheels and rails.
Under these hypotheses, the relative vertical displacement žw and rotation ˇw ,
due to purely geometric considerations, can be computed as a function of the relative
lateral displacement yw for given wheel and rail profiles (in Figure 13 these are
plotted for the S1002 wheel and UIC60 rail profiles):
žw =
ˇw =

žw ( yw ) ,
ˇw ( yw ) .

(15a)
(15b)

Dzˇ w [mm],

ˇ w [mrad]
Dy

The relative coordinates žw and ˇw , the contact angles (Figure 14), rolling
radii r and transversal curvatures at both wheels are stored in a lookup table, from
which these geometric variables will be obtained by interpolation for a given value of
yw .
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Figure 13: Compatible relative vertical Figure 14: Contact reference frame
c
motion žw and rotation ˇw for S1002 {C, ei } and definition of angle at contact point of one wheel
wheel profile and UIC60 rail

Normal and tangential contact forces.— At every wheel-rail pair a single hertzian
contact [15] is assumed, for which the contact area is considered to be an ellipse with

3.4. Problema tangencial
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Finally, in order to establish the geometric compatibility between wheels and rails
set in equation (15), two constraint equations are defined at every wheelset:
⇢
⇢
zw
žw ( yw )
0
{ w} =
=
.
(18)
ˇ
0
(
y
)
w
w
w
These constraints are enforced through a penalty method, with coefficients computed
by a linearization of the Hertz contact.

3.4

Vehicle-bridge system dynamics

Considering wheelset contact forces and moments from (17) (fC , mC ), applied external loads (fE , mE ) and loads transmitted by the suspension systems (fS , mS ), the
Newton-Euler equations for a single wheelset can be written as
m r̈w + fS = fE + fC ,
J !˙ w + !w ⇥ (J !w ) + mS = mE + mC ,

(19a)
(19b)

being m the mass and J the inertia tensor for the wheelset.
For a general case of parametrization of rotations G as defined in (11), equation
(19b) can be expressed as
J G ✓¨v + J Ġ✓˙ v + !w ⇥ (J !w ) +mS = mE + mC ,
|
{z
}
mQ

(20)

w
w
Mw q̈w + Fw
I = F E + FC ,

(21)

where the quadratic velocity terms have been included within the term mQ . The
wheelset dynamic set of equations (19) may be assembled as

being
w

[M ] =



⇥
⇤T
{qw } = rw ✓v ,

m1 0
,
0 JG

(22)

w
w
and similarly Fw
I , FE , FC the assembled force vectors.
Employing standard multibody dynamics models for the remaining of the vehicle,
these equations may be assembled into a full system of equations for the complete
vehicle. On the other hand, the discretised equations for the bridge structural dynamics
may be obtained following standard finite element procedures, and expressed in a
similar fashion. Finally, the two nonlinear coupled sets of differential equations may
be written as
B
B
MB q̈B + FB
I = FE + F C ,
V

V

M q̈ +

FVI

=

FVE

+

FVC

,

(23a)
(23b)

V
where the superscript B is referred to the bridge and V to the vehicles, (FB
I , FI ) are
V
B
V
the internal force vectors, (FB
E , FE ) the external loads and (FC , FC ) the contact force

vectors. For the bridge the internal force vector corresponds to the forces and moments
which appear as a consequence of the structural deformation. In the case of vehicles,
forces and moments produced by suspension systems and quadratic velocity terms are
included in this vector.
The interaction forces and moments of every wheelset are arranged in FVC . For
the bridge, interaction forces applied on the track are extrapolated to the corresponding nodal coordinates of finite element model and assembled in FB
C . These vectors
establish the coupling between the equations of both subsystems.
The nonlinear set of differential equations (23) may be solved in time using an
implicit integration method. In this work the HHT-↵ algorithm [16] has been used,
included in Abaqus software [28]. This method has a good stability and robustness for
the coupled problems described, and includes an inherent tunable numerical damping
for the high frequency noise. The constraints inherent to the multibody subsystem are
solved efficiently with augmented lagrangian procedures.

4
4.1

Applications in lateral dynamics
Vehicle running on continuous deck bridge

Two representative applications of the proposed models will be shown. First the response of a representative high-speed vehicle when it crosses over a multi-span bridge
with continuous deck is analyzed. The mechanical data for the vehicle are detailed in
Appendix A.
The structure is a single track continuous bridge consisting of six equal spans of
L = 50 m each. The bridge is supported on two end abutments and five intermediate
piers. Torsional rotation is allowed at the piers but constrained at the abutments. The
deck cross section properties are uniform along the bridge length, see Appendix A.
The first lateral and vertical bending eigenfrequencies are equal, of value 2.18 Hz; the
first torsion eigenfrequency is 1.10 Hz. Euler-Bernoulli beam elements of 1 m length
with linear elastic behaviour have been used.
The vehicle runs at a constant velocity of 100 km/h, with a lateral transient wind
gust load defined by a chinese hat function [5] applied, with maximum value Fmax =
270 kN and gust duration ⌧ = 0.1 s (Figure 16). This load is applied on the vehicle
car-body along y direction (transversal) when the last wheelset of the vehicle enters
the bridge.
In Figure 17 the lateral response of the last wheelset of the vehicle when it crosses
the bridge is shown, compared with the case for a perfectly rigid track (i.e. no structure). It can be seen that wheel flanges contact the lateral part of rail heads, the limits
are indicated in the graph with dotted lines. We remark that for assessment of these
running safety scenarios a nonlinear model such as proposed here is essential, as linear
models cannot reproduce wheel–flange impacts.
Figure 18 shows the lateral response of the vehicle car-body and Figure 19, the
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Figure 18: Lateral response of the car- Figure 19: Tangential contact forces at the
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left wheel of the last wheelset, showing
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tangential force Ty time history. This force is expressed at each instant in the local
tangent plane to the whee contact (i.e. frame {C, eci }) of the left wheel of the last
vehicle wheelset; it cannot be interpreted as a lateral load.
Figure 17 shows a significantly different response for wheelset displacements when
the structure flexibility is taken into account: not only in terms of amplitude of oscillations, but also of frequency. A similar remark can be made for the car-body displacements, Figure 18. Moreover, contact forces in Figure 19 exhibit peaks which
correspond to the flange impacts, these impacts differ significantly in both models.

4.2

Application for viaduct “Arroyo las Piedras”

A second application is performed for a real bridge within a new HS line, the “Arroyo
las Piedras” viaduct, in operation in the Córdoba–Málaga high speed line. This is
a long viaduct (total length 1209 m), with a double-track composite steel-concrete
continuous deck beam, supported on concrete piers with pot-type bearings. The spans
of the deck are of 65 m, and the section has upper and lower concrete slabs performing
a so-called double composite action, with special provisions for ensuring adequate
torsional stiffness. The tallest piers are of 94 m height. The first natural frequency

of this viaduct is 0.313 Hz and corresponds to a lateral deformation mode (figure 20).
More complete details of the structure may be found in [20].

Figure 20: Viaducto “Arroyo las Piedras” in Córdoba–Málaga HS line: first mode of
vibration 0.313 Hz
As described above, the model for the viaduct is based on 3D beams with appropriate kinematic constraints. The Rayleigh method has been used for the damping
matrix of the structure subsystem, with 0.5% damping centered in the two first natural
frequencies. The train that has been used in the calculations is an approximation of the
Siemens ICE 3 composed of 8 cars, each of 24.775 m length. The ICE3 is a multiple
unit (distributed power) train, and all cars are supposed to have the same geometrical
and mechanical properties.
Calculations have been carried out for train speeds of 250, 300 and 350 km/h, with
several models:
(1) Bridge only model with moving loads, consisting only of the bridge dynamic
subsystem, with the vehicle wheelsets simplified as moving loads of fixed magnitude. This amounts to neglecting the dynamic effects of vehicle vibration, and
serves as a basic result with which to compare the influence of the vehicle vibration on the results. It also serves the purpose of obtaining a so-called virtual
path for the wheelsets of the vehicles, which can be later applied to these in a
sequential approach to the vehicle-bridge dynamics: the bridge history of displacements is obtained in a first step, and these histories are then applied in a
second step to the vehicle wheelsets to obtain the response of the train.
(2) Vehicle model, consisting only of the vehicle subsystem, in two different scenarios:
(a) Vehicle on rigid track (i.e. no bridge) with prescribed profiles of irregularities. This model will enable to compare the influence of the bridge
deformation on the vibrations of the vehicle.
(b) Vehicle on virtual path, as described above, this path results from previous
analysis of the bridge with moving loads. The geometric track irregularities are added to the virtual path in order to consider their effect on the
vehicle.

(3) Bridge-Vehicle model, performing the calculation for the global coupled system with wheel-rail contact interaction. In this case, two scenarios have been
considered:
(a) Model with interaction but without track irregularities
(b) Model with interaction and with track irregularities
Following we show only the results for train speed of v = 350 km/h, as they
correspond to the greatest effects. Firstly we present results for the deformation of
the bridge deck: displacements and rotations at the center of span 11, corresponding
to the tallest pier, are shown in figure 21. These correspond to the three different
scenarios defined above, the cases enumerated as 1, 3a and 3b. It may be clearly
seen that the influence of the vehicle vibration and of the track irregularities on the
bridge deformation is negligible. It is also seen that these deformations are small,
with maximum lateral displacement of 9 mm, which for a viaduct of 1209 m length is
very small.
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Figure 21: Displacements and torsional rotation of bridge deck at center of span 11 of
Arroyo de las Piedras viaduct, for v = 350 km/h train speed.
Regarding the response of the vehicle, the accelerations of vehicle body on coach
4 are shown in figure 22. Four scenarios are shown, as defined in section 4.2, the
cases enumerated as 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b. Maximum accelerations experienced are in the
order of 0.2 – 0.3 m/s2 . We remark that very clearly irregularities are the main cause
responsible for vehicle vibrations, as in the case 2a accelerations are negligible compared to other cases with irregularities. In other words, the vehicle body accelerations
attributable to deformation of the bridge are of the order of 0.05 m/s2 .
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Conclusion

The dynamic effects of high-speed trains on viaducts are important issues for the design of the structures, as well as for the consideration of safe running conditions of the
trains. An adequate analysis of the resonant conditions and effects on railway bridges
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Figure 22: Acceleration of coach body over Arroyo de las Piedras Viaduct, for v =
350 km/h train with different models
is a key aspect for the design of bridges, which may be of special relevance in short
span bridges. Some aspects such as the longitudinal distribution of loads, the number of modes for calculation and the consideration of interaction with the vehicles are
discussed.
The study of lateral dynamics of running trains on bridges is of importance mainly
for the safety of the traffic on laterally compliant bridges. These studies require 3D
coupled vehicle-bridge models and consideration of wheel to rail contact. A fully
nonlinear coupled model is proposed here, described in absolute coordinates and incorporated into a commercial finite element framework. The applications presented
demonstrate the relevance of the coupling effect between vehicle and bridge, as well
as for considering nonlinear contact wheel-rail models.
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Appendix A: Vehicle and bridge mechanical properties
Item
mc
Jcy
mb
Jby
mw
Jwy
kx1
kz1
cy1
kx2
kz2
cy2
hc
r0
db

Unit
kg
m4
kg
m4
kg
m4
kN/m
kN/m
kN · s/m
kN/m
kN/m
kN · s/m
m
m
m

Value
53500.0
2621500.0
3500.0
315.0
1800.0
100.0
120000.0
1200.0
9.0
12000.0
350.0
30.0
1.4
0.46
2.5

Item
Jcx
Jcz
Jbx
Jbz
Jwx
Jwz
ky1
cx1
cz1
ky2
cx2
cz2
hb
dc
dw

Unit
m4
m4
m4
m4
m4
m4
kN/m
kN · s/m
kN · s/m
kN/m
kN · s/m
kN · s/m
m
m
m

Value
70000.0
2621500.0
560.0
1715.0
1000.0
1000.0
12500.0
27.9
10.0
240.0
600.0
20.0
0.5
17.375
0.753

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the vehicle considered in Section 4.1. m refers to
masses, J to rotary inertias, k corresponds to suspension stiffnesses and c to damping;
subscripts x, y and z indicate the orientation of the suspension properties, and 1 and 2
are referred to primary and secondary suspensions; c, b and w correspond to car-body,
bogies and wheelsets, respectively; hc and hb are the center of gravity heights of carbody and bogies; and dc is the longitudinal distance between two bogies of the same
vehicle and db between two wheelsets of the same bogie.

Item
E
A
Jyy
⇢

Unit
GPa
m2
m4
kg/m3

Value
30.0
1.0
1.0
2500.0

Item
G
Jxx
Jzz
ez

Unit
GPa
m4
m4
m

Value
12.5
0.189
1.0
1.50

Table 2: Mechanical properties of bridge deck cross section considered in section 4.1,
being E and G the Young and shear modulus; A the cross section area; Jxx , Jyy and
Jzz the moments of inertia corresponding to the longitudinal, transversal and vertical
directions, respectively; ⇢ the material density and ez the vertical offset of the track
center as explained in Section 3.2.

